Harry Anderson's T&R Card
EFFECT
A card is signed across the face, and creased horizontally, and vertically. Then, it is
ripped into fourths! Yes, it was seen to be ONE CARD before hand! You can even
display it while it's torn! Then, just as fast as you tore it, it is completely restore, and
a good souvenier!

PREPARATION

Take a duplicate, and crease them both horizontally,
and vertically along the middle. Take one of them, and
rip it through the middle.

Now, tape one of the halves along the ripped line to the
back of the other card. But, ONLY ALONG WHERE
IT HAS BEEN CREASED AND RIPPED! This will
give you a hinged piece. (You must use clear tape, but I
haven't so that you can see it.)

EFFECT
A card is signed across the face, and creased horizontally, and vertically. Then, it is
ripped into fourths! Yes, it was seen to be ONE CARD before hand! You can even

display it while it's torn! Then, just as fast as you tore it, it is completely restore, and
a good souvenier!

PRESENTATION

Hold the card facing the audience, and have it signed
across the face.

Fold the card in half lengthwise, and THEN widthwise.
Unfold it so it's only folded lengthwise, now unfold it,
but leave the actual card folded. It only looks like
you've unfolded it, but one side is the fake piece, and
one side is the actual card, folded in half.

Tear down the middle, and place the fake piece IN
FRONT of the real card, and undercover of the fake
piece, fold the real one in half.

Thear down the middle again, and place the right-hand
cards IN FRONT of the left hand cards.

You can show the card torn, if you wish.

For the big finish, unfold the card, showing it restored!
You can now hand the card out to keep as a souvenier!

